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ITU’s Broadband Commission

ITU/UNESCO’s new Digital Commission for Broadband Development 
(DCBC) formally launched its 2010 Declaration of Broadband for Inclusion 
for All at the UN General Assembly

‘We believe that the Internet should be used for the benefit of 
mankind. Beyond any physical and virtual infrastructure that 
has preceded it in the industrial revolution or information 
age, and as a catalyst of and critical enabler for recovery in 
the wake of the global financial meltdown, broadband will be 
age, and as a catalyst of and critical enabler for recovery in 
the wake of the global financial meltdown, broadband will be 
the digital invention and innovation and foundation for digital 
and other investments that lie at the very heart of our shared 
knowledge economy and society...’ ITU UN Broadband 
Commission Sep 2010 (www.broadbandcommission.org) 



Broadband 2.0 ecology



Bottlenecks to Broadband in Africa

Sub Saharan Africa’s (SSA)  ‘high cost, low access & 
usage telecoms/internet  paradox’.  This paradox 
expresses itself in multiple areas and spheres.  
Monopoly bottlenecks of undersea cables leading 
to  high  an Internet  high cost, low access/usage 
situation – ‘monopoly control’situation – ‘monopoly control’
Policy regulatory and institutional disconnect –
‘imperfect markets/outcomes’;
High investment in Undersea cable systems but  
low sub-regional and backhaul  backhaul national 
roll-outs – ‘Demand model stimulation  gaps.’
(Infodev 2008; Osiakwan,Southwood 2005)



Open Access to infrastructure-

Jensen (2006) unpacks this open access model /concept as
‘   a distinct model whereby any entity would be free to 
invest, either as an operator (tied to guaranteed amounts of 
bandwidth), or  a non-user shareholder who may invest 
funds to provide right of way…

Impacts of Open Access:Impacts of Open Access:
Wholesale access lead to cheaper retail costs;
Increase diffusion and uptake of internet;
Example - UbuntuNet Alliance as a dedicated regional 
consortia and its foray into Afri-Connect consortia to 
purchase capacity and access to undersea-cable access is 
significant development.



Higher Education transformation 
in 21st Century 

Broadly driven by information and knowledge  economy, mobility of 
workforce and new forms of work and skill requirements for the 21st 
century economy. (UNESCO, 2008).  Higher education   institutions 
are undergoing a series of systemic transformations and transition  
that impacting organisation and model.These   key variables 
include: 
New Governance models being adopted  at HEIs in line with market 
and innovation and industrial models;and innovation and industrial models;
Private public partnerships in knowledge production;
Commercialisation and corporatisation  of  Higher  Education; 
Competition from private education providers;
New accreditation and quality assurance systems;
University cluster  co-operation  and peer-production;
Increased student ratios and mobility of students that require multi-
modal education delivery systems;
Importance of distributed & distance learning  education models 
that require quality ICT and management-operations infrastructure;



Layer Model of Info-Comms



Business Model Discourse

‘….A business model is a conceptual tool that contains  a set of
elements and their relationships and allows express ing the

business logic of a specific firm. It is a descript ion of the value a
company offers to one or several segments of custom ers and of the

architecture of the firm and its network of partner s for creating,
marketing, and delivering this value and relationsh ip capital, to

generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams …’ ( Osterwalder, generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams …’ ( Osterwalder, 
2004)

Broadband enables a new  ecology of Web 2.0 services and allows various 
countries (even in developing regions) to move up along the value chain 
in new Information, Technology and Electronic Services (ITES)  to take 
route for Web 2.0 applications. (InfoDev 2010).  
Web 2.0, Virtualisation  and Green computing: 
b) Open Innovation & Content:
c) Social Media Apps

Hence, NRENS will be called upon to develop new generation services and 
expand its capacity model roles, responsibilities. 



Building Blocks of Business Model



Openness- Open Source, Open Content & 

Open Education Resources (OER)

Open source movement - took place in 
computer software. The concept of 
openness, applied to intellectual property 
related to teaching and learning, 
Open education (or educational) resources Open education (or educational) resources 
(OER), open courseware (OCW), and open 
knowledge. 

These terms are more than just words; they 
are concepts actively being advanced. And 
these concepts are beginning to converge.



OER requires new institutional  
design and delivery systems

For Sub- Saharan  African universities and education providers, 
OER offers new frontier of expanding knowledge by 
developing mixed models of course delivery ( internet and 
web-learning as a platform). These present exciting 
challenges for the universities and  potentially new roles: 
Design new instructional learning and e-learning Design new instructional learning and e-learning 
organizational units;
Engage with Community Technology Centres (CTC’s)  to 
deliver foundational course and programmes; 
Peer learning and community of  with other African HEI;
New Broadband requirements:

Streaming educational content to devices ( mobile, phones 
smart phone
Wireless community networks for villages



Some Recommendations…

Commission new research on broadband and 
innovation readiness;
Explore new generation Science and Tech Policy 
and its implications for IPR, patent, 
commercialization and tech transfer; commercialization and tech transfer; 
Develop niche Training and development 
programs  for national NRENS;
High level training for Universities in Innovation 
management;
Promotion of incubators at Higher Education;
Quality engagement with  sector technology 
providers and industry.


